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Abstract— This article presents a technique titled metastability
condition detection and correction (MEDAC) that is featured in a
near-threshold voltage (NTV) network-on-chip (NoC) hardware.
The proposed technique introduces a double-sampling-based
circuitry to detect whether the input data arrives too close
to the receiver’s clock edge, which is defined as a metasta-
bility condition. The MEDAC also contains a metastability
condition mitigation scheme to monitor if the occurrence of
such metastability conditions is frequent, and adaptively tune
the receiver’s clock phase to increase the mean time between
metastability conditions. We prototype a test chip of the NoC
in a 65-nm low-power process, which supports four independent
voltage/frequency (V/F) domains in globally asynchronous locally
synchronous (GALS) systems. Measurements across 0.4–1-V sup-
ply voltages with 13 different frequency ratios from 0.25 to 4 show
that the MEDAC can well detect the metastability conditions
and reduce the probability of entering such conditions by one to
three orders of magnitude. This reduction, in turn, reduces the
potential incorrect packets, thereby improving the data rate and
energy efficiency by up to 21.1% and 27.2%, respectively.

Index Terms— Metastability, metastability condition detec-
tion and correction (MEDAC), near-threshold voltage (NTV),
network-on-chip (NoC), reliability, sub-threshold voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

DESIGNING reliable, high-performance, yet energy-
efficient system-on-a-chip (SoC) for emerging mobile/

embedded applications, such as autonomous vehicles, drones,
and robots, has been receiving a large amount of research
and development attentions. Such an SoC typically inte-
grates a large number of heterogeneous building blocks, each
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ideally operating in an independent voltage/frequency (V/F)
domain [1].

In such an architecture, a network-on-chip (NoC) plays a
key role in enabling high-speed and energy-efficient data com-
munication. However, today’s NoCs [2]–[6] adopt complex
energy-efficient techniques, such as globally asynchronous
locally synchronous (GALS) clocking system and dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). Therefore, any two
domains may have arbitrary and time-varying clock phase
and frequency relationship. Moreover, each V/F domain
uses largely different voltage, e.g., from nominal 1 V to
near-threshold voltage (NTV), and clock frequency, e.g., from
hundreds to sub-MHz. At such a low supply voltage, circuit
delay exhibits severe delay variability across process, voltage,
and temperature (PVT) variations, requiring a large number of
timing margins. Therefore, it imposes a huge challenge to meet
a high-reliability target, especially considering the increased
chances of entering metastability in an NTV NoC.

Indeed, the metastability in clock-domain crossing (CDC)
has been drawing great attention in the past decades. There
has been continued research on the fundamentals, such as
modeling [7], characterization [8]–[10], and on-chip test struc-
tures [11]. These studies show that supply voltages, technology
scaling, and loading have a significant impact on the metasta-
bility of sequential cells.

On the other hand, multiple works proposed metastabil-
ity tolerant techniques [12]–[20]. The synchronizer is one
of the most adopted techniques, which uses two (or more)
cascaded flip-flops to largely reduce the probability of metasta-
bility. Recent works also explore synchronizer circuits in
ultra-low voltage operation [12]–[14]. Synchronizers help to
resolve metastability to a stable state (0 or 1) in a clock
cycle. Every additional synchronizer stage gives more time
to resolve metastability, exponentially increasing the chance
to tolerate metastability. However, synchronizers can neither
guarantee metastability elimination nor provide long-term
metastability mitigation.

Error detection sequential (EDS) circuits can also
mitigate metastability [15]–[20]. Ernst et al. [15] and
Cannizzaro et al. [16] proposed the use of the P/N-skewed
gates for detecting metastability and dynamically adjust clock
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frequency or supply voltage to mitigate metastability. How-
ever, they have metastability issues on datapath and also
require a reliable metastability detector. References [17]–[20]
tried to avoid the metastability on datapath in the first place
by providing extra timing margin to separate data and clock
edges. However, this approach tends to increase the chance of
min-delay violation and also poses an extra metastability risk
in generating timing error signals.

Recent work also explores the idea of timing recovery and
phase tuning for a two-clock system to avoid metastability
and ensure reliable data communication [21]. Here, a phase
detector is used to extract the phase relation between incoming
data and the receiving clock, which then adjusts the clock
phase accordingly to avoid data arriving in a time window that
may cause metastability. Unfortunately, this technique requires
a complex timing recovery circuit and only considered an
unknown phase relationship of the same clock frequency.

Another work leveraged the predictability of relative
phases between two ratiochronous clocks and proposed a
double-buffering method for metastability mitigation [22].
It tries to maintain the relative phase to avoid metastability.
However, as it relies on the initial measurement of the fre-
quency ratio to estimate the clock phase of the transmitter,
if the clock frequency varies, it has to re-measure the fre-
quency ratio, which costs thousands of clock cycles.

References [7]–[11] focused on sequential element circuit
design. References [12]–[14] proposed new synchronizer cir-
cuits optimized to improve its immunity to metastability.
References [15]–[22] aimed to develop better synchronization
circuits. However, most of these works target only one specific
clocking system, such as synchronous [15]–[20], mesochro-
nous [21], or periodic clocks [22]. Besides, they usually try
to avoid metastability in the first place based on a known
frequency relationship or predictive relative phase. However,
in practice, the relative phase can drift, and the frequency
relationship may vary over time. Last but not least, most of
these works focus on nominal super-threshold voltage.

In this article, we propose a metastability condition detec-
tion and correction (MEDAC) technique in the context of an
NTV NoC, where the clock frequencies of the V/F domains
are different and the phase relationship is unknown and time-
varying. Unlike previous synchronizer-based methods, our
MEDAC technique, while still employing a synchronizer, aims
the in situ detection of metastable conditions, and based on
this detection, it aims to automatically set the clock phase
such that it can avoid the condition that can potentially cause
the metastability in sequencing elements. Therefore, as long
as the phase is set properly, it can eliminate the chance of
metastability events significantly.

The MEDAC contains mainly two components: metastabil-
ity condition detection and long-term metastability mitigation.
The detection hardware consists of two parallel synchronizers,
which double-samples the incoming data at the receiver clock
and its delayed version. It can detect if the data arrive too
close to the clock edge, which is the necessary condition of
metastability errors. If the detector finds that the receiver enters
the metastability condition too often, the mitigation hardware
tunes the phase of the receiver clock accordingly to separate

the data arrival time from clock edges. We perform an in-depth
analysis of the relationship between the meantime to the next
metastability condition (MTTM) and the phase differences of
two clock domains across several frequency ratios. Based on
this analysis, we develop the lookup table style control scheme
that tunes the clock phase to maximize MTTM.

For the experiment, we prototype a GALS NoC test chip in a
65-nm low-power process. The NoC contains four independent
V/F domains, each of a processing element (PE) and a router.
We integrate the MEDAC into the dual-clock asynchronous
FIFOs in the routers of the NoC. It can detect and mitigate
metastability conditions and optionally initiate packet retrans-
mission upon each detection of the metastability condition,
which can ensure extremely high reliability. The NoC can
work in a wide range of supply voltage and frequency from
0.4 V and 7.3 MHz to 1 V and 181 MHz. Measurement
results show that the proposed MEDAC technique signifi-
cantly reduces the probability of entering the metastability
conditions by 17.7×–3430× when the supply voltages scale
from 1.0 to 0.4 V. The metastability condition rate reduces
by about three orders of magnitude when sweeping clock
frequency ratios from 0.25 to 4 for a supply voltage of 0.4 V.
Furthermore, when enabling the retransmission scheme, the
MEDAC improves the data rate and energy efficiency by up
to 27.2% and 21.1%, respectively.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the metastability problems in CDC in a
GALS system. Section III describes the proposed MEDAC
circuits. Section IV discusses the architecture of the NoC
test-chip employing the proposed MEDAC hardware. The
measurement results are shown and discussed in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. METASTABILITY IN CDC IN GALS

Data transmission across different clock domains in GALS
systems can cause metastability in sequential elements.
Fig. 1(a) shows such an example where the TX domain
transmits data at the clock Tx_clk to the RX domain at
the clock Rx_clk. The RX domain has the synchronizer that
consists of two flip-flops R1 and R2. Fig. 1(b) shows the
example waveforms where R1 undergoes the metastability
and the synchronizer helps to resolve it. In this example,
the Tx_data arrives at the synchronizer a bit earlier (by �P)
than the rising edge of Rx_clk. If this phase difference �P
is too small, Rx_data1 becomes metastable (in other words,
R1 experiences metastability). This metastable output will be
resolved to a stable “1” or “0” after resolution time tr [23].
If tr is roughly less than the RX domain’s clock period TRX,
the metastable Rx_data1 will be resolved to a stable state and
captured by R2 in the second rising clock edge. However, if tr
is larger than TRX, metastability would not be resolved, and
R2 can also become metastable.

Prior works have found tr as a function of �P [7]. As shown
in Fig. 2, tr increases exponentially as �P is getting closer to
�Pmeta [7]. tr theoretically becomes infinite if �P = �Pmeta.
Note that �Pmeta is typically zero but can be non-zero depend-
ing on the synchronizer implementation. Therefore, for a given
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Fig. 1. (a) CDC example. (b) Timing diagram of synchronizer’s metastability
recovery.

Fig. 2. Relationship between the resolution time tr and phase
difference �P .

TRX, we can define the metastability window WM (W−
M to W+

M)
as the range of �P that makes tr larger than TRX. Then, we can
define the necessary condition of metastability errors as the
case that �P is within WM. In this article, we will refer this
case to a metastability condition.

In a GALS system, different from synchronous and
mesochronous systems, �P[n], the phase difference at the
nth Rx_clk cycle, is time-varying. This makes the metastability
problem more complex to analyze and also difficult to address.

Fig. 3 shows an exemplary timing diagram on this change of
the phase difference at the mth Tx_data and the nth Rx_clk
cycle (�P[n]). It shows that �P[n] would vary over time
periodically (with some randomness, as well, due to clock
jitter).

To further analyze, we have formulated �P[n] as

�P[n] = �P[0] + (n · TRX − m · TTX)

TRX
· 2π (1)

Fig. 3. Phase difference can vary over time in a GALS system, especially
if the clock frequencies of TX and RX are different.

where TRX and TTX are, respectively, the clock periods of RX
and TX domains. We assume that the mth Tx_data should
arrive before the nth Rx_clk edge and its metastability window
boundary. We can then formulate the relation of m and n as

m =
⌊(

�P[0]

2π
+ n +

∣∣W−
M

∣∣
2π

)
· TRX

TTX

⌋
. (2)

In practice, a finite amount of clock jitter and frequency drift
appears, causing almost arbitrary phase variations. To include
these effects, we reformulate (1) and (2), respectively, to

�P[n] = �P[0] + �Pjitter + (n − (1 + ε)k · m) · 2π (3)

m =
⌊(

�P[0]

2π
+ n +

∣∣W−
M

∣∣
2π

)
· 1

(1 + ε)k

⌋
(4)

where �Pjitter is a normally distributed random variable rep-
resenting the combined clock jitter of TX and RX domains,
k is TTX/TRX, and ε is the variation of k caused by frequency
drift, which is assumed to follow a nominal distribution with a
range of ±100 part-per-million (ppm). The resulted (3) and (4)
show that �P[n] is a function of �P[0], k, and n.

We also define a metric nMTTM, which refers to the mean
number of Rx_clk cycles to enter the next metastability
condition for a given �P[0]. We assume the mean value of
�Pjitter is zero, and then, we can formulate nMTTM to be

nMTTM = min
{
n|n ∈ N, W−

M ≤ �P[n] ≤ W+
M ,�Pjitter = 0

}
.

(5)

Using (3)–(5), we develop a model in MATLAB, with which
we can compute �P[n] and nMTTM across different k and
�P[0] values. Using this model, we generate the pattern of
�P[n] across k values from 0.25 to 4 with a step of 0.0001.
For each k value, we swept �P[0] from 0 to 2π with a step
of 2π /104.

Fig. 4 shows the two important patterns that we found from
the experiment. The first pattern appears if k is an integer. If we
ignore �Pjitter and ε, �P[n] becomes a constant (�P[0]).
Therefore, if W−

M < �P[0] < W+
M [as shown with the gray

zone in Fig. 4(a)], the system undergoes the metastability
condition every cycle, and nMTTM becomes one. On the other
hand, if W+

M < �P [0] < 2π + W−
M , no metastability occurs,

making nMTTM to be infinite. The second pattern is when k is
not an integer. Fig. 4(b) shows the pattern for k = 1.0001,
where �P[n] varies periodically over time. As �P[n]
enters the gray zone, the system undergoes the metastabil-
ity condition. Fig. 4(c) shows the pattern for k = 2.56.
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Fig. 4. Phase difference over clock cycles if (a) k = 1, (b) k = 1.0001, and
(c) k = 2.56.

Fig. 5. Mean clock cycles to next metastability condition nMTTM as a
function of initial phase difference �P[0] if (a) k = 1, (b) k = 1.0001, and
(c) k = 2.56.

Similarly, the system periodically undergoes the metastability
condition, which increases the risks of having metastability
incurred timing error.

We then investigated nMTTM across different initial phase
differences (i.e., �P[0]). As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), if k
is an integer (k = 1) or near integer (k = 1.0001), some �P[0]
values lead to small nMTTM, while other �P[0] enables very
large nMTTM. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5(c), certain
k values make nMTTM small (e.g., < 50) regardless of �P[0]
values.

The analysis above shows that it is possible to increase
nMTTM by tuning �P[0]. The cases shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b)
are good candidates for such tuning. For the case shown
in Fig. 5(c), however, it is difficult to significantly improve
nMTTM. These highly non-linear patterns are found in some k
values. Thus, it would be critical to avoid such a k value in the
system design phase. With that in mind, for given k values that
a system wants to support, the key research question is then
how we can dynamically tune �P[0], which we will further
discuss in Section III-B.

Fig. 6. Proposed MEDAC hardware.

Fig. 7. Operation of the proposed metastability condition detection hardware.

III. METASTABILITY CONDITION DETECTION

AND CORRECTION

A. Proposed Metastability Condition Detection

We propose the double-sampling synchronizers (see
Fig. 6, top) for detecting the necessary condition of metasta-
bility. It contains the main synchronizer along with a shadow
one. The main and shadow synchronizers are triggered, respec-
tively, by the Rx_clkd and the Rx_clks; the former is the
delayed version of the latter by WI delay. The detector can
detect if Tx_data arrives closely to either Rx_clks or Rx_clkd,
i.e., the metastability condition that may make one of the
flip-flops in the synchronizers metastable. In such a case,
the two synchronizers capture different values, and the XOR

gate detects the difference and flags a metastability condition
output.

Fig. 7 shows the example timing diagram of the proposed
detector. WM represents the size of the metastability window.
In the proposed detector, Tx_data can arrive in one of the
five possible regions. If it arrives at the timing region 1 (5),
Tx_data changes ahead of (after) the metastability window of
Rx_clks.

In this case, both main and shadow synchronizers capture
the same and stable value, and the detector, indeed, finds no
metastability condition.

On the other hand, Tx_data may arrive in timing
region 2 (4). In other words, Tx_data may make a change in
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Fig. 8. Class-A and Class-B �P[0] ranges. The former enables large nMTTM.
The proposed metastability mitigation scheme aims to tune the RX clock’s
phase from Class-B into Class-A to increase nMTTM.

the metastability window of Rx_clks (Rx_clkd). In such a case,
the main (shadow) synchronizer captures Tx_data as a stable
“1” (“0”). However, the first flip-flop in the shadow (main)
synchronizer captures Tx_data that is switching, and therefore,
its output can be metastable. If the shadow (main) synchronizer
resolves the metastable output to “0” (“1”), i.e., differently
from the main (shadow) synchronizer, the detector flags it
as a metastability condition. If the output resolves to “1”
(“0”), identically to the main (shadow) synchronizer, it does
not flag. Finally, if Tx_data arrives in timing region 3, both
synchronizers capture stable but different values. As a result,
the detector makes a false alarm. To eliminate this false
alarm, i.e., to remove the timing region 3, we should set WI

equal to WM.

B. Proposed Long-Term Metastability Condition Mitigation

The synchronizer is very likely to stabilize received data, but
it cannot guarantee the stabilized data to be correct. Besides,
the synchronizer does nothing to reduce the chance that input
data arrive near the clock edges. This increases the chance that
the synchronizer may not be able to resolve the metastability in
a clock cycle, thereby increasing the chance to incur a timing
error. It is, therefore, critical to make the CDC hardware to
avoid having metastability conditions for the long term.

Monitoring and adaptively tuning the phase difference
between two clocks can implement such a long-term miti-
gation scheme. A key observation is that the current phase
difference �P[0] can determine CDC hardware to have small
or large nMTTM. We can define the range of �P[0] that
makes nMTTM greater than thMTTM as Class-A. Here, thMTTM

represents a designer-defined threshold value of minimum
acceptable nMTTM. On the other hand, the range of �P[0]
that makes nMTTM smaller than thMTTM is defined as Class-B.
Fig. 8 shows the exemplary case where k = 1.0001 and
thMTTM = 100. The Class-B is found to be 0–0.08 π , and
the Class-A is 0.08π–2π .

However, it is hard to dynamically measure the value of
�P[0]. Instead, it is much more cost-effective to infer whether
the current �P[0] is Class-A or -B. This can be done by
counting the number of clock cycles between two flag signals

Fig. 9. (a) nMTTM as a function of �P[0] if k ≈ 0.4. (b) Computed PS
ranges when k ≈ 0.4.

of the metastability condition detection and comparing the
clock cycles to the threshold (thMTTM). In other words, if the
system entering the metastability condition more frequently
than the threshold, we infer that the current �P[0] is Class-B.

With the inference on the current �P[0] being available,
the next key question is then how much phase shift (PS) of
Rx_clk we need for making �P[0] to be Class-A from now
on. Fig. 8 shows the simple example of how we can do this
if k = 1.0001. Recall Class-B �P[0] is from 0 to 0.08π
and Class-A is from 0.08π to 2π . Therefore, the range of
PS values is simply calculated: PS1 = 0.08π (= 0.08π–0) to
PS2 = 1.92π (= 2π–0.08π). We mark them in Fig. 8.

On the other hand, Fig. 9(a) shows a more complex case
with k ≈ 0.4. In this case, the ranges of Class-A and Class-B
�P[0] values alternate (thMTTM is set to be 100 cycles). Note
that the thMTTM is configurable. Increasing the threshold can
make the range of Class-B larger and the range of Class-A
smaller, which means that smaller ranges of PS values are
available. To find out PS values more systematically, we make
an alternative representation, as shown on the left-hand side of
Fig. 9(b), where each region indicates Class-A or -B. Suppose
that, currently, �P[0] is in the first Class-B segment (from
0 to 0.1π) to move it to the next Class-A region (from
0.1π to 0.4π), and the PS values should be from 0.1π to 0.3π ,
i.e., PS1 to PS2 in Fig. 9(b). Similarly, to move it to the second
next Class-A region (from 0.5π to 0.8π), the PS values should
be from 0.5π to 0.7π , i.e., PS3 to PS4 in Fig. 9(b). We repeat
this process across all the Class-A regions for the first Class-B
region, finding all the possible ranges of PS values. Then,
we repeat the same process for each of the other Class-B
regions. Since the detection hardware knows only the class of
the current �P[0], not the exact value of it, chosen PS values
should be able to work for all Class-B regions. For this reason,
we choose only the overlapping parts of the PS ranges that we
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Fig. 10. PS ranges for the 13 k values in red curved strips. The three PSopt
values that can cover all the k values (in blue dashed lines).

found across all Class-B regions. Fig. 9(b) shows the set of the
PS values for the example of k ≈ 0.4, which are 0.1π–0.3π ,
0.5π–0.7π , 0.9π–1.1π , 1.3π–1.5π , and 1.7π–1.9π .

As indicated in the abovementioned analysis, a different k
value leads to a different set of PS values. Therefore, to support
a GALS system supporting several different clock frequencies,
we must compute PS values for all supported k values. Also,
it is ideal to consider the worst case jitter and k variations
to ensure that the chosen PS values are optimal and robust
for non-ideal clocks. In this example, we assume to support
13 different k values from 0.25 to 4. Fig. 10 shows the
computed PS values. Each ring represents the ranges of PS
values for a selected k value. To supports all these k values,
we need to pick several PS values that collectively include
the necessary PS values for different k values. While we may
choose as many PS values, only three PS values, 54◦, 90◦, and
180◦, can still do the job in this example since, for any of the k
values, at least one of these three PS values can make Class-B
�P[0] become Class-A. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 10, the
deviation of PS values is tolerable (e.g., PS = 54◦ ± 11◦ can
work if k is 1/4, 1/3, or 2/3), which reduces the design
complexity of implementing these PS values.

Based on the abovementioned analysis, we design the
metastability condition correction hardware consisting of
mainly three components (the bottom of Fig. 6). First,
the MTTM counter counts the clock cycles and calculates
nMTTM based on the metastability condition flag input. The
phase selector monitors the nMTTM value, and if nMTTM is
less than a user-defined threshold thMTTM, it chooses a PS
value among the set of the pre-computed PS values based on
a round-robin algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 11, the phase shifter, consisting of variable
delay lines, adds the selected PS to Rx_clk. If the PS value
is 0◦ or 180◦, the phase shifter selects Rx_clk or inversed
Rx_clk, respectively; if the PS value is 54◦ or 90◦, to delay
Rx_clk, the phase shifter uses the current-starve inverter-based
delay lines. For example, PS = 54◦± 11◦ can be translated to
acceptable delays of 7.5 ± 1.53 fan-out-of-4 (FO4) delays if
the clock period is 50 FO4 delays.

There is a small but finite amount of chance that the
“metastability condition” signal can become metastable.

Fig. 11. Structure of the phase shifter. The phase shifter can select clock
among an origin Rx_clk (PS = 0◦), an inversed Rx_clk (PS = 180◦), and
two delayed Rx_clk (PS = 54◦ or 180◦).

Fig. 12. Phase selector’s FSM chart based on the round-robin algorithm.

Fig. 13. Die photograph of the prototyped NoC test chip featuring MEDAC.

However, this metastability would only delay the metastability
condition flag signal until the synchronizer is resolved from
the metastable state. Since this signal is simply to reset the
MTTM counter, it will just lead to a slightly incorrect counting
for resetting (e.g., one cycle larger than the true value), and
the MTTM counter would still function sufficiently well.

Fig. 12 shows the finite-state machine (FSM) diagram used
in the PS selection. It is based on the round-robin algorithm.
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Fig. 14. Proposed MEDAC-based 2 × 2 GALS NoC architecture.

The four states, i.e., S0, S1, S2, and S3, represent the chosen
PS value of 0◦, 54◦, 90◦, and 180◦, respectively. Initially,
the phase selector is reset to state S0 (note that this does not
imply that �P[0] = 0). Then, upon the detection of a metasta-
bility condition, the phase selector compares nMTTM with the
thMTTM. If nMTTM > thMTTM, the phase selector stays in the
current state. If not, it goes to the next state and produces a
new PS value. Optionally, the correction hardware can initiate
packet retransmission upon each detection of the metastability
condition, which avoids potential metastability-incurred errors
and ensures extreme reliability.

In states S1, S2, and S3, the synchronizer would have
reduced amounts of the resolution time. However, if the
current PS value has separated the edges of Tx_data and
Rx_clk wide enough, no metastability would happen, and the
reduced resolution time should not be a critical drawback.
If the current PS value becomes sub-optimal, for example,
by clock frequency variation and clock jitters, it will flag the
metastability condition signal to change the PS value.

IV. TEST CHIP ARCHITECTURE

We have prototyped a test chip in a 65-nm low-power
CMOS process. It contains 2 × 2 GALS NoC hardware featur-
ing the MEDAC technique. Fig. 13 shows the die photograph
of the NoC test chip. The NoC consists of four routers (R1–R4)
and four PEs (PE1–PE4).

Fig. 14 shows the architecture of the NoC in detail. Each
pair of a router and a PE uses the same clock frequency
and supply voltage by sharing a ring-oscillator based clock
generator. The supply voltage is provided from off-chip. Each
PE contains a traffic generator and a packet checker. The traffic
generator generates packets and passes them to the router.
It can also retransmit a packet if it receives a retransmission
request from the router. The packet checker is essentially a
signature analyzer for received packets for testing.

A router has five channels (LP, N, S, E, and W). The router
and the PE in a V/F domain communicate via a local port
(LP). Each of N, S, E, and W channels supports bilateral data
transmission between routers through two sets of a level shifter
and an MEDAC-based asynchronous FIFO. The level shifter
supports voltage conversion from 0.4 to 1.0 V, enabling the
data transfer between two V/F domains.

Fig. 15. Testing setup for the test chip.

The MEDAC-based asynchronous FIFO contains a dual-
port flip-flop-based random access memory (RAM), which can
store 32 32-bit packets. It also contains two binary-code-based
pointer units and their corresponding synchronizers. Here,
we replace the synchronizers with our MEDAC units at a cost
of 4.4% area overhead. The MEDAC unit can detect a metasta-
bility condition. If it detects, it will tune the clock phase to
mitigate the future probability of experiencing metastability
conditions. The phase tuning requires stalling the FIFO for at
most a half cycle.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fig. 15 shows our testing setup for the test chip. To evaluate
the proposed MEDAC-enabled router with the conventional
non-MEDAC router, we have PE1 sends’ packets to PE2 with
enabling the MEDAC units (proposed) and PE3 sends’ packets
to PE4 without enabling MEDAC units (baseline). PE1 and
PE3 receive the same supply voltage (VTX) and clock frequen-
cies ( fTX). PE2 and PE4 also receive the same supply voltage
and frequencies (VRX, fRX).

To properly configure the WI in the MEDAC unit, we need
to know WM (see Fig. 7). Considering the PVT variation and
clock uncertainty, to guarantee the MEDAC unit to detect all
the metastability conditions, we conservatively set WI. We per-
formed a 10 000-point Monte Carlo simulation to estimate
WM across supply voltages for three different resolution time
constraints (note that the resolution time constraint of a syn-
chronizer is roughly the same as clock periods). Fig. 16 shows
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Fig. 16. Metastability window under different supply voltages and clock
periods.

Fig. 17. Measured metastability condition rates across (a) different supply
voltages and (b) fTX values.

the results of WM, with which we set WI = WM for all chips
in the experiment. It also shows that the voltage scaling from
1 to 0.4 V increases WM (normalized to the FO4 delay of
each supply voltage) by 11 times, confirming the growing
importance of metastability in NTV circuits.

To study the impact of supply voltages on the metastability
condition rate, i.e., the ratio of the total number of metasta-
bility condition cycles to the total number of clock cycles,
we scale VRX from 1.0 to 0.4 V. fRX is fixed to 4.9995 MHz,
considering ∼100-ppm frequency offset from nominal 5 MHz.
fTX is set to 2.5 MHz (i.e., k ≈ 2). WI is set conserva-
tively based on the WM from the Monte Carlo simulation.
Fig. 17(a) shows the measured metastability condition rate

Fig. 18. Metastability condition rates across ten different dies. k =
fRX/ fTX ≈ 5M/2.5M. (a) VRX = 0.4 V. (b) VRX = 1.0 V.

with or without the MEDAC technique. Without the MEDAC,
voltage scaling increases the metastability condition rate from
4.43 × 10−4 all the way to 1.06 × 10−1, by 239×. The
MEDAC can reduce the metastability condition rate by 3430×
(17.7×) at VRX = 0.4 V (1 V). Note that, in this prototype,
at 1.0 V, the buffer chain that we employed to generate WI has
more than one order longer delay than WM. This increases the
metastability condition rate in the experiment.

Besides, we investigate the relationship between k and the
metastability condition rate. We sweep k from 0.25 to 4 by
fixing fRX to 0.9999 MHz (nominal 1 MHz with 100-ppm
frequency offset) and sweeping fTX from 0.25 to 4 MHz.
VRX is fixed at 0.4 V. Fig. 17(b) shows the results of this
experiment. Without the MEDAC technique, the metastability
condition rates increase with fTX. This is because the RX
domain is more likely to capture a switching Tx_data and,
therefore, suffers more metastability conditions when the TX
domain operates at a high frequency. In this experiment, again,
the MEDAC can reduce the metastability condition rate from
∼10−2 to ∼10−5.

We also measured the metastability condition rates across
ten different dies. We set fRX to 4.9995 MHz and fTX to
2.5 MHz. Fig. 18(a) shows the histogram of the metastability
condition rate under 0.4 V. Without the MEDAC, the metasta-
bility condition rate has an average value of 0.103 and a
standard deviation of 1.53 × 10−2. The MEDAC reduces the
average metastability condition rate to 2.97 × 10−5, by 3468×,
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Fig. 19. Effective data rate across (a) fTX values and (b) VRX values.

and the standard deviation to 2.31 × 10−6. Fig. 18(b)
shows the histogram for VRX = 1.0 V. Again, the MEDAC
is able to reduce the average metastability condition
rate by 18.1×.

We also investigate the data rate and energy efficiency
benefits of the proposed long-term mitigation scheme when
enabling a retransmission scheme. Fig. 19(a) shows the aver-
age data rate of communication. Here, we set VRX to 0.4 V and
fRX to 0.9999 MHz. We sweep fTX from 0.25 to 4 MHz (i.e., k
is between 0.25 and 4). Without the long-term mitigation
scheme, the data rate increases with fTX until fTX approaches
fRX, but the data rate saturates and actually decreases when
further increasing fTX. This is because the RX domain more
frequently experiences metastability if Tx_data switches fast,
thereby requesting more data retransmission. With the long-
term mitigation scheme enabled, however, the measurement
result shows that the NoC can almost maintain the maximum
data rate (limited by fRX), 27.2% higher than the case without
the long-term mitigation when k ≈ 4. Similarly, Fig. 19(b)
shows the data rate improvement over VRXs. The long-term
mitigation improves the data rate by 10.6% at VRX = 0.4 V,
where the NoC experiences metastability conditions most
frequently.

The data rate improvement benefits energy efficiency,
as well. Fig. 20(a) shows that the MEDAC-enabled router
achieves up to 21.1% energy efficiency improvement with k
in the range from 0.25 to 4. Fig. 20(b) also shows energy
efficiency improvement across VRX from 1.0 to 0.4 V. The
MEDAC reduces energy consumption by up to 9.6%.

Fig. 20. Energy consumption per packet across (a) fTX values and (b) VRX
values.

Fig. 21. Measured energy consumption and data rate for routers with or
without MEDAC.

We also measure the data rate and energy efficiency
improvement across a wider range of VRX and fRX from 0.4 V,
1 MHz to 1 V, 181 MHz. Fig. 21 shows the results, where the
MEDAC offers up to 20.5% data rate improvement and up
to 16.8% energy efficiency improvement. The improvement is
smaller at 1.0 V because the metastability condition reduces
exponentially with increasing supply voltage.

Finally, Table I summarizes the comparison to the recent
NTV NoC work. Paul et al. [2] proposed the timing EDS and
a flow control unit (FLIT) replay correction scheme embedded
in a router for improving the resiliency against multi-bit timing
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TABLE I

COMPARISONS WITH THE EXISTING NOC PROTOTYPE

errors. Paul et al. [2] considered a single V/F domain and
no specific attention to metastability. The proposed NoC is
designed to support four V/F domains in GALS systems
and features the MEDAC technique to mitigate metastability
related issues.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose the MEDAC technique to mitigate
the metastability risks and improve the reliability of data
transmission among multiple V/F domains, especially for NTV
operation. We prototype a 2 × 2 GALS NoC test chip that
contains four independent V/F domains using the proposed
MEDAC technique in a 65-nm CMOS low-power process. The
MEDAC-enabled NoC reduces the probability of experiencing
metastability conditions by up to 3468× compared with the
baseline. This translates to up to 27.2% higher data rate
and 21.1% less energy consumption over baseline. The area
overhead of MEDAC is estimated as 4.4%. The proposed
MEDAC technique will benefit the design of future multi-
V/F near-threshold NoCs that demand both ultra-low power
consumption and high reliability.
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